
            Death of Professor Laurent Nkusi: eminent Rwandan linguist 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Born on the 20th of March, 1950, in the former commune of Gishamvu (Butare prefecture), now the District 
of Nyaruguru in the Southern Province, Professor Laurent Nkusi passed away on the 18th of May, in Kigali, 
Rwanda. 
 
A highly regarded Africanist, he carried out his doctoral research in France. In 1976, he presented a higher 
level thesis entitled The proverbs of Rwanda: an ethnolinguistic approach (Paris X and EHESS no. 1278). In 
1995, he defended his doctoral dissertation on The syntactic analysis of Kinyarwanda, including dialects, and 
with special reference to the syntax of Rwandan oral literature forms, at the University of Paris, V. Having 
been cruelly afflicted by the massacre of his family in the genocide perpetrated against the Tutsi, Laurent 
Nkusi subsequently found the strength to re-establish family life, and also to occupy positions of significant 
responsibility in the service of the reconstruction of his country: 
 
1976-2000: Teacher and researcher at the National University of Rwanda 
1997-2000: Founder and Director of the School of Journalism, National University of Rwanda 
2000-2003: Minister of Land and Environment 
2003-2008: Minister of Information 
2008-2011: Academic Vice-Rector at the University of Agriculture and Technology of Kibungo (UNATEK) 
2011-2019: Senator representing private higher education 
 
Laurent Nkusi was among the first, if not the first, to have been promoted to the rank of professor in 
Rwanda. A gifted teacher, he guided many members of the Lexicology, Terminology and Translation Network 
(LTT) into African linguistics, such as his one-time assistants Jean de Dieu Karangwa (†) and Alphonse Kabano 
 (†). Laurent possessed the essential characteristics of a first-rate academic: scientific rigour, a thirst for 
knowledge, relentless and voracious reading. To these qualities he added humanity, tolerance and humour. 
 
Always discreet, and ever alert, he encouraged the efforts of the LTT Network to promote and to value 
scientific research in the heart of the African Great Lakes region. 
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